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Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity books, both for grown-ups and kids. A

compelling activity for crafters and artists, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each Paint by Sticker

book includes everything you need to create twelve vibrant, full-color Ã¢â‚¬Å“paintings.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

The original images are rendered in low-poly, a computer graphics style using geometric polygon

shapes to create a 3D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into dozens of

spaces, each with a number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and

place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the nextÃ¢â‚¬â€•itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s an activity

thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s utterly absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the growing

satisfaction of watching a Ã¢â‚¬Å“paintingÃ¢â‚¬Â• come to life, emerging from a flat

black-and-white illustration to a dazzling image with color, body, and spirit.Paint by Sticker: Music

Icons brings us face-to-face with Elvis, The Beatles, BeyoncÃƒÂ©, David Bowie, Cher, Prince,

Michael Jackson, Kurt Cobain, Madonna, Nina Simone, Dolly Parton, and "Weird Al" Yankovic.
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Workman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars, cookbooks, parenting

guides, and childrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and business books,

since 1968. From our What to ExpectÃ‚Â® pregnancy and parenting series and Page-A-DayÃ‚Â®

Calendars to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You DieÃ‚Â® and Brain QuestÃ‚Â®



children&#39;s products, our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire,

educate, and entertain readers around the globe.

I really enjoy this book series. I have purchased three so far, and each one is unique in it's own

special way. It is very relaxing to simply peel and stick and see a colorful picture emerge before your

eyes. The book is very sturdy, so you do not need anything hard to press down on (I often do it in

my lap), and the pages (stickers and images) are all perforated, and very easy to remove. I've never

had a page rip while tearing it out.I did have to deduct one star because occasionally the stickers

are difficult to remove as some of the cuts are not complete, causing the sticker to rip (see attached

photo for example). But I did find a good solution. If you have an exacto knife, or even a sharp box

cutter, just run it lightly along the edges of the problematic stickers, and they will pop right out. Just

be careful not to cut your fingers!

So awesome!!!! The best in the series so far!!! I love the musicians chosen. I can't wait for the next

paint by sticker to come out. I hope they do another music icons with even more great musicians.

I can't believe how much I've enjoyed completing each page of this Music Icon Paint by Sticker

book. Much more satisfying than coloring books but seems to be similarly relaxing. I highly

recommend these books. I bought them as gifts for several people, ages ranging from 10 to 72, and

they all seem to love them. Can't wait to order more.

Just AWESOME. Only giving 4 stars due to some content that I didn't think belonged and a couple

that I definitely thought were missing from a "music icon" title.

such a fun way to keep my hands busy while watching tv. This is my fourth book by the publisher. I

mean a sticker David Bowie?! How awesome!

The gf loved it. She has all of these.

AAA+

I'm new to color by stickers and it's a great pasttime. But I found that some of the stickers were not

scored properly so when I lifted them from the sticker page, they tore, some of the completely in



half. It was disappointing for that to happen.
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